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INTRODUCTION 

Introduced in Meteorological Satellite Laboratory Report No. 14, Volume I of 
this work by the author (1963) dealing with techniques for the analysis of satellite data, 
is a method for the precise photogrammetric analysis of TIROS cloud photographs . 
Since then the radiation data from medium resolution scanning radiometers aboard 
TIROS satellites have been investigated intensively, making it possible to devise an 
accurate method for the evaluation and analysis of the data now available in various 
forms. This method, developed by the author in cooperation with the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration and the Meteorological Satellite Laboratory, U.S. 
Weather Bureau, is rather general and particularly applicable to researches dealing 
with Grid Print Radiation Maps, Final Meteorological Radiation Tape Listings, and 
Radiation Analog Traces from Master Telemetry Tapes. 

This text, subdivided into six sections, covers basic problems in constructing 
infrared maps of terrestrial objects such as clouds and ocean and land surfaces: 
(1) the solution of fixed-position scanning carried out by fixing the satellite position 
in space; then (2) its extension to scanning from earth orbiting satellites which are 
either earth or space oriented; (3) a discussion of terrestrial scan lines leading to 
computations of the scan vectors and the irradiance vectors of solar radiation for a 
bette r understanding of the directional characteristics of terrestrial radiation within 
the spectral ranges of scanning radiometers; (4) an examination of the spatial response 
of infrared sensors in connection with the resolution of sensors; (5) the application of 
the basic knowledge thus introduced to the use of radiation analog traces from which 
the highest accuracy in infrared mapping and interpretation is expected; (6) a conclu 
sion with a method of interpreting the Final Meteorological Radiation Tape Listings 
and the Grid Print Maps produced through IBM 7090 computers . These six sections 
are being presented in several research papers of the Satellite and Mesometeorology 
Re search Project; they will then be combined into a Meteorological Satellite Labora
tory Report entitled Techniques for Precise Analysis of Satellite Data; Volume II
Radiation Analysis . 

Excluded in this report are the actual examples of meteorological interpretations 
which by themselves are subjects of great importance in satellite meteorology. Exten
sive researches on radiation-data interpretation together with photogrammetric inter
pretation of atmospheric phenomena are now being carried out in Chicago; the results 
will be published at later dates . 

Since the co_r1ference on a glossary for satellite meteorology, held at the Meteor 
ological Satellite Laboratory 12 September 1962, the necessity of introducing more 
terms arose in various phases of r esear ch and development. The second conference 
on the glossary, especially for satellite radiation data analysis, washeld attheNational 
Aeronautics and Space Administration 16 December 1963; participants were William R. 
Bandeen (NASA) , William Bonner (U. of Chicago), Tetsuya Fujita (U. of Chicago), 
Linwood F . Whitney, Jr. (MSL), P. Krishna Rao (MSL), James E . Arnold (U.ofChicago) , 
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and Gtinther Warnecke (NASA). The glossary whic:h was adopted will appear at the 
end of Volume II. 

As will be seen in this report , the method was so developed that it will result 
in a resolution limited only by that of the sensor and telemetric system. Nevertheless, 
the resolution is quite inferior to that of photographs, especially when the radiometer 
axis points at a considerable slant range . 

It has been a difficult: problem to analyze data from a closed mode scanning in 
which a sensor scans terrestrial objects along a helical scan -point track of numerous 
loops. Difficulties involved in mapping closed-mode data have now been solved, thus 
making it possible to obtain dual maps over the same area covered by a closed-mode 
scanning. The time and effort required to obtain these maps have been reduced to no 
more than would be needed for an open-mode data analysis. 

When the scattering angle of the sunbeam is very high a sensor depicts an 
· extremely high specular reflection mixed with outer space contamination. Since this 
method is designed also to interpret scanning problems under high scan nadir angles, 
phenomena taking place near the apparent horizon can be investigated from various 
angles. 
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6. FIXED-POSITION SCANNING 

. . 
The a.xis of a satellite-borne radiometer is firmly attached to· a rotating a.xis, 

which may be the spin a.xis of the satellite itself or a separate a.xis driven by a motor. 
Such an a.xis, which provides the scanning motion of' a radiometer " ·is called the scan 
a.xis. The angle between the scan ans and the radiometer axis, which is called the 
lOCUnation· of radiometer a.xis .( /3 ), denotes the half-vertex angle of the cone formed 
by the radio.meter a.xis as it rotates around the scan ·axis . . As .shown schematiGally in 
.figure 77' a conical scan, occurring whenj3< 90 deg, changes into a plane ·scanning 
in a: special case when /3 = 90 deg. No-attempt, s~ far, was made to attach two radio -
meters on one scan a.xis as illustrated in the ·figure, · TIROS II, III, IV, and VII per
formed the conical scanning with /3. = 45 deg,. and the futu.re NIMBUS. will have a plane 
scanning device. The scan cone and t:Q.e SCa.fl plane· are thus also defined, . 

In order to avoid complicaticm.s· r~sulting · from the orbital· motion of, the satellite, 
it is first assumed that the satellite reinain~ ·fixed iri. sp~ce · while the radiometer a.xis 
completes 01;1e revolution around its scan.axis. In.fact, a satellite travel~ ovei30miles 
during the few seconds of the scanning period. It i~ necesi?acy,·. t& assume instantane
ou,s scanning in order to obtain ideal conical or plane scannings. The scan lines thus 
created are called the instantaneous scan lines. 

The nadir angle of .the ·scan axis ( "Ja ); the scan-a.xis nadir angle, is defined as 
: the.angle J?.etween the ·positfve direction of tlie scan a.xis and the local vertical through 

the satellite. The posft~ve direction of ·the scan axis points toward the opening of the. 
scan cone of the specific sensor. In the case of a spin-stabilized vehicle such as the 
TIROS meteorological satellite, the vehicle's spin a.xis coincides with the scan··a.xis, 
thus the nadir angle of the. satellite's spin a.xis, called the .satellite nadir angle CTJ.s), . 
is identical to the scan-axis nadir angle .( 1Ja ),.of one of the sensors. anearth-or1.ented 
vehicle, s.uch as the NIMBUS satellite, for · iristarice, is designed to maintain its 'T'/a as 
clo.se. as .possible to 90 deg· so that the scan geometry becomes quite simple . 

A. SCAN HORIZONTAL ANGLE AND SCAN NADIR ANGLE 

The position of a scan point viewed at any instance from a satellite can be 
expressed by its scan nadir angle ( 71. ), the nadir angle of the radiometer axis, and 
the scan horizontal angle ( "1. ) , the horizontal angle between two local vertical plan.es 
including the scan a.xis and the radiometer a.xis, respectively. 

Figure 78 reveals· the g~ometry required to compute the scan nadir and scan 
horizontal angles for a conical scan characterized by the inclination of the radiometer 
axis ( /3 ) and the scan -axis nadir angle .( 'T'Ja ) • · So in the case o~ TIROS scan~~ng radio
µieters, where the vehicle's spinning motion is used as the scanning mechanism of the 
radiometer, the basic geometry and the solution remain unchanged if we substitute 'T'/a 
by 'T'/s and the radiometer scan angle ( o- ) by the. TIROS spin angle ( µ). The definitions 
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of both CJ and µ appear later; however, they are the rotation .angles of either scan or 
spin axis measured from a reference direction . 

During one complete scan, the radiometer ~is crosses the scan-axis primary 
plane twice with 'maximum and minimum scan nadir angles. The points scanned with 
these maximu·m and minimum scan nadir angles are termed aponadir (AN) and peri·DA"' · 
dir (PN), respectively. It should be noted that the.re is a pair, aponadir and periiadir, 
for each scan of a radiol!leter , but they may not always eXist on the earth. The scan 
angle of a radiometer (CJ),.' unless otherwise indicated, is measured in the direction 
of the scan from· th~ sensor Is primary-plane crossing at the aponadir. A primary) 
plane is defined as that which includes a specific axi~ and _the local vertical through 
the satellite. The term designating the axis is adqed whenever necessary . The pri -
mary line. and primary point, as introdu~ed in. Voliirrie I of this report, are also gener
alized in order to apply them to axes other than the TIR.O,S spin axis. Examples are: . 

AXES . ·-"RJMAR Y PLANES 

spin spin -axis primary plane 

scan scan -axis p_rimary plane 

pitch pitch-a.Xis primary plane 

roll roll-axis primary plane 

yaw yaw-axis primary plane 

.(optical) (optical-axis primary plane) 

optical . ~rincipal plane 

PRIMARY LINES 

spin primary line 

scan primary line 

pttch primary line 

roll primary line 

yaw primary line 

(optical primary line) 

principal line 

PRIMARY 
POINTS 

PMs 

PMa 

PMp _ 

PMr 

PMy 

PMo 

pp 

The optical axis is an exception since the terms, principal plane, principal line, 
and principal point have long been used in aerial photogrammetry . 

The nadi r angles of these axes are designated also by adding the name of each 
axis, thus scan-axis nadir angle, yaw- axis nadir angle, etc . , except where we use 
the satellite nadir angle for the spin-axis nadir angle and the tilt for the optical-axis 
nadir angle. 

-- -.. , . . ·--~. :··_ . . :.- .. ---
Tlie primary line i's defined as the inter~ecti~n of the pr imary plane with the 

image (image primary line) or with the earth (ter restrial primary line). Anothe r line 
that is extremely useful in analyzing TIROS data with very low minimum nadir angles, 
and also NThIBUS data, is the secondary line that is perpendicular to the primary line. 
The positive directions of the primary arid secondary lines are taken, respectively' 
toward those of zero-degree and ninety-degree horizontal angles. 

A simple solution of the scan horizontal angle and the scan nadir angle is ob
tained .by solving a spherical triangle on a unit - radius sphere centered at the satellite . 



The _positive direction.of the spin axis penetrates this sphere at the scan-axi~ ' i)rifudry 
point . (!:JJ;>Ma), . Th~ prefix "U" designates· the point· on a .un:if".'rad.ius sphere .. The locus · 
of the scan P<>lrit (USC) 6rr the' ·sphere. k~eps a constant gre~t circie disfance /3 from · 
the UPMa thus forming a small · circle on the sphere.. At the· moment when tlie scan 
angle is <r, with the scan -a.xi~ nadir angle ( T/a ) and the scan nadir angle ( 71. ), t~e· ·. 
g;eat circle distance between USP and USC is obtained as: · · · · 

. . . .... . ..... . .. - . .. . 
\ . 

. ·. - . , sin T/a. sin 77 
·. ;;:-· '• .':' .. ": . . . :. ~ ' .:-· - : ;' . .. 

sin D ~in ; · 
f-' . ' ; (92) 
sin ·'l'l'J .. . , • ' :·· . . . ,... " ·' .. . ,. . . ·• ~ ·~ 

or sin o/. = 
. , •. ·~.1 • ·· ·~~~ ::"? · . . . . · . .: . . ·L ·:_ :'. .. :.,. ~; :;: .<" 

These:'equ~tforis permit ~:s ·to:•cdltnpll:t.e the scan horizontal angle·';and ~ca~: Wtd\~/~rig.ie: .. ~ ~ 
' ·.· t~om gfveh values o·f (3 ;"er; 'a:nd770 • For actual cornputat~ohs ootg·_·tr aiid~f/~a~:e{ ex.: .\·.:: 
'·.'·:Pressed·' as · a: .. ~nction· of 'time while (3 is a known constant .. ·. 
' . . ::. ... ~.- - . . " . 

. B~: GRAPHICALSOLUTIONS:-:.' 

In additi'&i: -to the comp~ter solutions. of the above ~~uatfo~s tli~'*e. ~re. tv:;o .qui6k,·~ 
graphical m_etliod's which can be performed by using the ·ch~i-ts ~nd. grids intr.odu,ced in':' . . . ~,. { . ·. . . ,,. . . •,; 

Volume I of this ~eport. . · · . .. : ·:. . · <: · . : · . :> 
,, ' .~· . . . ;"':. ', .. ) . __ ::_. ·_.• .· 

___ .:..: . . : ... -

Radiometer Overlay Method . In order to compute 77. and 'It_ , using this graph
ical method it is necessary to construct radiometer overlay (fig. 79). This over-
lay includes the image scan line which is a circle of intersection between the image 
plane and the scan cone formed by the radiometer axis of a specific sensor as it scans 
around its scan axis. The radius of this circle (R.~ which will be called the image 
scan circle, depends on the focal distance of the image (f) and the inclination of radi
ometer axis ( f3 ); this radius is expressed by 

R. = f tan /3. 

The scan angle of an image scan point (ISC) is its tangential angle measured 
from the image aponadir (IAN) in the direction of the scan . The image scan circle is 
divided, usually, into 36 equal parts in order to label the scan points by sca n angles 
of 10-degree increments . 
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Jn determining 7] • . and w. , the radiomet~roverlay with proper /3 is pl~ced on a 
tilt grid with T . = 710 in such a position that the · center of the image scan circle coincides 
with the principal point (IPP} 6fthe tilt grid, · and then the overlay is rotated until the 
image aponadir ·(IAN) lines up with the zero -degree spin angle. Since the tilt grids 
(see Vol. I, P• 20)~ prepared at one-degree intervals of the tilt, include isolines of 
both horizontal ( lJI ) and nadir ( 77 ) angles viewed from the satellite, the values of.:\/J. 

"' and "'•' ·can immediately be read off as a function of the scan a,ngle ( O" ) • . Examples · 
of the values for /3 = 25 deg and 45 deg are presented in Tables XVI and XVII. 

(j" 180 170 160' 150 J.40 130 120 110 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 
77~ .180 170 160 150 140 130 120 110 10~ 90 80 70 . 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 

25 25 25 25 25 25 . 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

10 
180 164 149 135 121 109 98 88 79 70 ,61 53 45 37 30 22 15 7 0 

15 15 16 17 18 . 20 21 23 25 27 28 30 31 32 33 34 35 35 35 

20 180 139 114 99 89 80 73 66 60 53 47 41 35 29 24 18 .12 6 0 
5 6 9 12 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 39 41 42 44 44 45 45 

30 0 36 53 57 58 56 53 50 47 43 38 34 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 
5 7 10 14 19 23 27 31 35 38 41 45 47 50 52 53 54 55 0 

40 ~ 1~ 15 27 35 39 40 41 40 38 35 33 29 26 22 18 14 9 4 0 ... 
16 18 22 25. 29 34 38 42 46 50 53. 56 59 61 63 64 65 65 

50 0 9 18 20 29 32 33 .33 33 3i 29 27 24 20 17 1:3 
25 26 27 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58 62 65 68 70 72 

.; 

60 0 7 14 19 23 26 28 29 29· 2$ 27 25 
35 36 37 40 43 46 50 55 59 63 67 71 

70 0 6 11 24 20 23 25 26 27 26 
45 46 47 ·49 52 55 59 63 67 72 . 

80 . 0 5 10 14 18 21 23 24 
55 55 57 59 62 65 68 72 

90 0 4 9 13 16 
65 65 66 68 71 

100 0 
75 

Table XVI Scan horizontal angle (upper) and scan nadir angle (lower) for the scan -
ning radiometer With /3 = 25 deg. The values to the nearest 1 deg were 
obtained by the radiometer overlay method . 
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(}" 180 170 160 150 14.-0_ 130 120 110 100 .. 90 80 70 60 . 50- 40 .· 30 20 10 0 
77a . 

0 180 170 1 .. 60 150 140 1,30 120 110 100 90 80 70 60 50. 40 30 20 . 10 0 
45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 . 45 45 45 . 45 45 45. 

10 180 168 156 144 132 121111 100 90 80 71 61 52 43 34 26 17 I 8 I ( ;(} 

35 35 36 37 38 39 40. 42 .. 44 45 47 49 ·so ·52 ··53 · 5·4~--54 ~. ·55·· -5:5 - · .. > 
t ·i. 

20 
180 164 148 134 1.2i 109. ·99_ 89 "80 71 62 54 46 39 31 23 15 8 0 
25 26 27 2 9 32 . 35 38 : 41 45 48 51 54 57 59 61 63 64 65 65-

180.155 .. 1-S3.i17 104 
) 

$)) 94 85 78 70 63 56 49 42 36 29 21 
15 i6 19 23 28 33 , 38 42i 47 52 56 60· 64 67 70 72 ·. 

40 
180 123 103 . 92 85 79 73 68 . 62 57 51 46 40 

5 8 14 21 27 33 4P 45 51 57 63 67 72 

50 ·. 0 52 63 67 67 65 63 60 56 52 48 43 
5 9 15 22 29 36 43 50 56 62 . 69 74 

60 0 24 40 49- 53 54 54 53 51 49 45 
15 17 22 28 34 41 48 55 62 69 76 

70 0 16 29 37 43 47 48 49 48 46 
25 26 30 35 41 48 55 62 69 76 

80 0 12 22 31· 37 41 44 45 45-
35 36 39 43 49 55 67 69 76 

90 .0 10 19 26 33 37 41 43 
45 .46 .48 52 57 63 69 76 

100 ff . 8 · 16 24 .30 35 
55 ·.-'56 58 61 66 71 

110 0 8 15 22 28 
65 66 67 70 74 

120 0 
75 

Table XVII Scan horizontal angle. (upper) and scan nadir angle (lower) for the scanning 
radiometer with /3 = 45 deg. TIROS II, m, IV, . and VII carried sensors 
with this inclination of radiometer ax.is. The radiometer ax.is does not 
intersect the earth's surface when the scan nadir angle is larger than 90 
deg less dip . The computation was terminated after reading the first val -
ue beyond 70 deg of scan nadir angle ; 
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, TEG Overlay Method . . . The radiom~tet oyeifayj~:~~thQd.:i_s very" fast as well as 
helpful in understanding. the movement of the scan poinfas· it Circte~ on the image · 
around the imag~ principal.point (!PP). ·· Beyond about 45 cfegof 13 :, however·, an ex··.::· . 
tremely large image· is required in order tcr include the im.age sc~ii.'.cirtle· . A gener...: ·,::• 
alized graphical :method, Wh,ich .would overcome this qifficutty', can be _devised by using.· ·. 
a Transverse Equidistant Cylindrical Projec_tion (TEC) ·chart and -its-.·overlay (see Vol. l, · 
pp . 41 and .49). Figure 78 indicates that.tb,e locus of the scan points .on·the unit-radius .·.· 
sphere is equivalent to a latitude circle "if the UPMa is .placed at one of ttte poles . On ·. 
the other hand, a TEC chart is an equidistant cylindri9al cljarr· o~~ain.ed by wrapping ... : 
a plane around the sphere with the projection equator throligh 'the 'north and south po~es .· · 
It is now evident from figure 80 that the spherical triangle formed by-three points , 
UPMa, USC, and USP is transcribed onto .irTEC chart by placing PMa at its pole and .. ' 
SP on the projection equator . . · · 

As the inclination of radiometer increases 'from 0 to 90 deg, thedocus of the scan 
point grows from a tiny crrcle around the scan-~is primary point (PMa) to a .sq~are ':·: 
ABCD, . the sides .of which are at 90 deg to the PMa. , The isolines o:hhe scan.angle are ,, .· 
of course, great circles departing longitu9inally from the · primary .. Jjo.int (PMa)" as ' a 
pole . ~ve the projection equatp_r in·figtire 8,0, the isolines for ·G" ·;,. ·210, ·246," . ... -: · · 
330 are drawn in for orientation p.urposes . .. In the actual TEC chart, as introduced in · .. ,. 
Volume I, p . 49, the isoUnes are:·ava._ilable at ~ne-degre~ int~tvals permitting the deter-. 
mination of scan paints at much Gl9Ser intervals . Also seen in the TEC chart are th~ ; . 
isolines of /3 at one -degree interv~ls. . .· · . 

· After locating . the scah point~ on TEC chart as a function of <i and /3: , · the scan· . 
nadir and hor~zontal angles are ,measured by pla~ing a TEC ov~lay with i:ts·.:origiri fit · . :·-~.
the subsatellite point (SP) in figure . 80. In the measuring position, the prpjection ~qua.
tors of both the TEC chart and its overlay should coincide .. and t4e dis_;an~-fj, between the 
scan:-axis primary point and· th~ origin. qf its overlay. shoutd ~identical to:.ihe scan:. .· 
"a.xis nadir angJe. f-'71a). . · ·' .· .: r:: , · . ·, . 

. ·.i .. '. \ 

Th~· TEC overlay method can be applied to the co~puta"tion of•Tf~ and·'I'. ·a.8 a func._- .· 
tion of three variables ( /3 , G" .. and "la> within their all ·possible ranges, which are .··. · 

O $ f3 $ 90 , 0 $ er $ 360 , and 0 $ "la $ 180 . (93) 

This method undoubtedly has advantages over the r adiometer overlay method, espe 
cially when f3 is large. The TIROS-borne sensors do not r equire, at the present time, 
computations for /3 other than 45 deg . Examples in Tables XVIII and XIX, co~pu~ed . 
for f3 = 70 and 90 deg, may be used for future satellites with radiometers of high incli-
nations. 
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(J 

180 170 160 150 .140 130 120 110 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 Q 

"la 180 170 16o 150 14'0 13l;) I~ H,-t) Ida 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 . () 
0 

70 70 70 7f) 7-0 70 7-0 70 7-0 70 70 70 70 . 70 70 70 70 70 70 
.. _-;.,~. :: 

10 
1'8'0.Jq9'.'I5'9· 148 137 127 117 106 96 86 76 
60 ':60 61 61 62 64 65 66 68 70 72 / 

20 180 168 156 144 133 122 1 i'2 102 92 82 
50 51 52 ' 53 55 58 61 64 67 71 

30 180 166 152 139 127 116 106 97 st 79 
40 41 42 45 49 53 58 62 67 72 

40 180 162 14§ 131 119 109 100 92 84 76 
30 31 34 38 43 49 55 62 68 74 

so 180 154 134 120 109 100 93 87 80 74 
20 22 26 32 39 46 54 62 69 77 

60 
180 136 114 104 96 90 86 81 76 
10 14 20 29 37 46 54 63 71 

70 180 89 87 85 83 81 79 76 74 
0 9 19 28 37 47 56 65 74 

80 
0 42 60 . 67 71 72 72 72 71 

10 14 22 30 40 49 58 68 77 

90 
0 25 43 54 60 64 67 68 

20 22 28 35 44 52 62 71 

100 
0 18 ·33 45 52 58 63 66 

,30 31 36 42 49 57 66 75 

110 0 14 27 38 4.6 53 59 
40 41 44 49 56 63 71 

120 0 12 23 33 '42 50 57 
50 51 54 58 63 69 76 

130 0 11 21 30 39 47 
60 61 63 66 70 76 

140 0 10 
70 71 

150 0 
80 

Table xvm The scan horizontal angle (upper) and the scan nadir angle (lower) for 
{3 ,,;, 70 deg. The TIROS-borne horizon sensor has an inclination of 70 
deg so that the sensor points toward the outer space during each scan. 
period. 

" 
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O"' 
7la 180 170 160 150 f40 130 120 110 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 

IO 
.180 . .. .. 

. 80 
.. 

29_ 180 169 159" 
70 . . 70 · 71 

30· i8o 168 157 147 136 126 
· ... 60 61. 62 64 67 71 

40 180 167 155 143 133 123 114 
50 51 53 56 60 65 71 

50 180 165 .151 138 128 119 111 104 
40 .41 4.4 48 54 60 67 74 

.. 

·60 180 160 144 131 121 113 106 101 
30 31 35 41 48 56 64 72 

10 180 153 133 121 112 106 101 97 
20 22 28 35 44 53 62 71 

.. 

80 180 139 116 107 102 98 96 94 
10 14 22 31 41 50 60 70 

90 
0 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 , 

100 0 41 64 73 78 82 84 86 
10 14 22 31 41 50 60 70 

110 0 27 47 59 68 74 79 83 
20 22 28 35 44 53 62 71 

120 0 20 36 49 59 67 74 79 
30 31 35 41 48 56 64 72 

130 0 15 29 42 52 61 69 76 
40 41 44 48 54 60 67 74 

., .. 

140 0 13 25 37 47 57 66 
50 51 53 56 60 65 71· 

150 
0 12 23 . 33 44 54 

' - 60 61 62 . 64 .· 67 7l 

160 0 11 21 
70 70 71 , . 

170 O· .... 

80 

Table XIX Scan horizontal angle (upper) and scan nadir angle (lower) for /3 = 90 deg. 
A NIMBUS -borne scanning radiometer will have this inclination and its 
scan -axis nadir angle ( 77a ) is designed to maintain approximately 90 deg. 
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C. TERRESTRIAL SCAN LINES 

We have expressed a scan point in terms of its nadir and horizontal angles viewed 
from the satellite. By adding information about the position and attitude of the satel -
lite, the scan points on the earth are computed as a function of time. At this moment, 
however, we shall continue to discuss scan points under the assumption that the posi -
tion of a satellite does not change with time. 

To make problems simpler the scan axis is kept within a fixed scan primary 
plane; then the terrestrial scan lines for different scan -axis nadir angles ("la) are 
obtained . One of the map projections convenient for the presentation of such scan 
lines is a Zenithal Equidistant (ZE) Projection which conserves upon projection the 
azimuth through the subsatellite point and the subsatellite distance. The isolines of 77. 
and tJt. on this projection chart are, respectively, concentric circles centered at the 
terrestrial subsatellite point (TSP) and the radials through the subpoint . Thus the 
height grid as presented in figure 81 is much simpler when compared with the OEC 
height grid as discussed in Volume I , p. 43. 

With the use of Table XIX, a group of scan lines, at IO-degree intervals of scan
axis nadir angles, was drawn in figure 82. In constructing the scan lines a ZE height 
grid for 1000-km height was used. Even though the scan lines vary with the satellite 
height, their basic patterns remain unchanged. 

The scan lines are symmetrical about the scan primary line and perpendicular at 
the intersection. At the apparent horizon the scan lines are parallel to the azimuth 
lines through the subsatellite point. This is an important feature of the scan lines and 
can be proved by differentiating Eq. (91) while keeping /3 and "la constant. Thus we 
have 

( atJt.) 
a"l. /3,77a 

sin 77a cos 77. cos t/t. - cos "la sin 77. 

sin "la sin 77. sin tJt. 
(94) 

Differentiating the equation, which is obtained by solving the plane triangle formed by 
connecting the satellite, the scan point, and the center of the earth, 

( R + H) sin 77. = R sin ( 77. + d.) (95) 

where d. denotes the subsatellite distance of a scan point, R , the mean radius of the 
earth, and H, the satellite height, with respect to d., we obtain 

( a 77.) 
ad. H 

R cos( 77. + d.) 
(96) 

( R + H) cos 77. - R cos ( 77. + d ) 

Since the variable s, f3, 77a , and H are constants in these partial differentiations, we 

may write 



a 1k. 
ad. 

at. a 77• ---- = 

which is reduced to 

a o/. 
ad. 

= 
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R (sin 770 cos 77. cos 'fl. - cos 770 sin 77.) cos ( 77. + d.) 

sin 770 sin 77. sin o/. [ { R + H) cos77. - R cos ( 77. + d.)] 

R { sin 770 sin 8H cos o/. - cos 77 0 cos 8H ) cos 90 

( R + H) sin 77 0 sin 8H cos 8H sin o/. 
(97) 

when the scan nadir angle approaches 90- 8H, where 8H denotes the dip angle corre

sponding to the satellite height. Equation (97) can be reduced further to 

R 
R + H ( sec 8H ·cot o/. - cot 770 csc \f!.) cos 90 (98) 

It i s seen that a terrestrial scan line approaches the apparent horizon in the direction 

of the azimuth line connecting TSP with the scan point on the apparent horizon except 

when 
770 = 0, scan axis toward the earth's center, 

770 = 180, the earth not scanned, 
lJI. = 0 or 180, apparent horizon on the scan primary line. 

The inclination of the radiometer axis ( /3 ) has nothing to do with the orientation 

of scan lines at the apparenthorizon. However, figures 82, 83 , and 84reveal consider

able changes in the shape of scan lines when the inclination ( /3 ) is changed from 90 deg 

to 70 deg and finally to 45 deg . 

The isolines of scan angle (a-), when /3 and H are kept constant, also approach 

the apparent horizon following the azimuth lines . We first differentiate Eq. (92) keep 

ing <J and /3 constant, thus 

sin77. coslf;. ( iJ\f{ ) + sin lf;. cos77. = 0 
077. <J,/3 

(99) 

or 
(100) 

meaning that the derivative is symmetric with respect to the scan primary line and the 

scan secondary line. This can be proved by putting the following relationship into 

Eq. (100): 

tan l/J. = -tan(-\f!.) = -tan(l80-lf;.) . 

The orientation of the isoline of the scan angle ( O") at the apparent horizon, ob

tained from Eq. (100) and (96), is written as 
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( a"'-) = 
ad. a-,,8,H 

R 
- -- sec 8 H tan i/J. cos 90 . 

R+H 
(101) 

The isolines at the apparent horizon are parallel to the azimuth line just as in the case 
of the scan lines except for ijl. = 90 deg or 270 deg. Figures 82 - 84 give the isolines at 
10-degree intervals. As well as their derivatives, the lines are symmetric with respect 
to the scan primary line and to the azimuth line perpendicular to it. 

D. SCANNING ANODES OF A SINGLE SENSOR 

The scan nadir angle expressed by Eq. (90) reaches a maximum value when a-= 0, 
while keeping ,B and 77

0 
constant. This maximum scan nadir angle, occurring at the 

aponadir of each scan, is given by 

or 

cos 7]AN = cos 770 cos ,8 

77AN = 77a + .,8 1 

sin 770 sin ,B 

where 77ANdenotes the scan nadir angle at the aponadir. 

When the scan angle is 180 deg, Eq. (90), which is reduced to 

cos 77PN = cos 770 cos ,B + sin 770 sin ,B , 

results in two solutions, namely, 

77PN = 770 - ,B , (outside perinadir), 

(102) 

(103) 

when the center of the earth is located outside the scan cone of a specific sensor; and 

77PN = ,B - 770 , (inside perinadir), (104) 

if the center of the earth is included inside the scan cone. 

In the special case where the scan -axis nadir angle is identical to the inclination 
of radiometer axis, we have 

(105) 

That is to say the radiometer axis at the perinadir orients toward the subsatellite point 
at the moment of the scan. This point is called the vertical scan point (VS). 

A graphical representation of the nadir angles at both aponadir and perinadir can 
be made on the coordinate s, scan nadir angle ( 77.) vs scan-axis nadir angle ( 770 ) . An 
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example of such a diagram which may ~ ~all~ a Scanning Mode Nomogram is p;r~se~ted; · 
in figure 85. As Eq . (102) reveals~~: the· i~oiines of. {3, repre~eiltiilg ~e apona:dii:'s, ar~ 
the straight lines .originating, at th~:· 1eft: half' of ·,t_he top of the nomogr~m and runriirtg ... ... 

.. tow~;rd thelo.w~r _left witj;r 4.~-9egi;ee tilt. t.ip6ri·c.reaching th~:~lett· er¥i'.of ·the - nomo~.~an;i · : . .. 
. . . the&e lines re.fleet ' towar~fttie.'rower right, designati,hg .. the n~di~· angles of the ~nside·~ . : . 

pefinadir:~. . AJt~r· r~fl:ectfog. ·agai~ at the bo.tt~-~ ."?(tfi~:._nomogta~/:. the Urie~ of·1 {3 .:.. : ; · · 
constant repres~nt the. nadir· angl,e~ of the p~r.ina(lirs·\vh¢n. ~ey' te*minate at th~ ;rigpt : . . . 
half ~f the ~omo~:t~.m to~:· · : ·· ... :- .. .... ,~·:';:>, , ··~· ' · · ': . .-. 

. ·. "' 
.. It is .important to· note that. the isoline~ of a ·sp~cific {3, rept~senting the apona~.:" 

dirs as well as th~ i~side and outside p~dnac;lirs~ .: can re trac~d ]:}yway of two 90 -degree · 
kinks taking place at the left and the bottom of the nomogram .- Tiie a:J;"ea· bounded by ·: ... 
these three straight lines 'of. {3-constant and the top .of the nomogtam denotes the ;range . . 
of the nadir angle scanned by a sensor with {3. Since $e upper iimit of the ·scan nactir· . . 
angle is the function of tQe sat~llite height, a group of horizontal lines indicating the .· . 
upper limit (90 - 8H), vfewed· from various altitudes were· added to. the noµiogram : Tfltis,. :. 
the ranges of the nadir angles as a function of {3, 770 ."·and H ca:n.· be determined w_ith '· 
the nomogram immediately . · .. · 

-. J 

Presented in figure 86 is the range of the nadir .ingles,'.sc_armed by a · sensor witli~ .. 
{3 = 45 deg; the inclination of TIROS II, m, IV, arid VII scaiJ.rt,ing r8.diom_eters . _The 
rang~· is obtained by tracing the straight lines of {3 = 45 deg . . The line AD' at th_e top }s 
the horizon viewed from the sea level. The· apparent horizon (EF) from 700 km~ aver,. 
age TIROS I he ight shown by a broken horizontal line, indicates the. upper limit o.f the.. :: · 
earth-viewing nadir angle from this altitude. The ·~ctual rangj,Jn~·which terrest~~a:~:· . :· · · 
objects are scanned. is thus included inside tre area EBCF ·. · ·.. . : 

Scanning Mode of Single Sensor. It has been shown in the previ~u~s · discussl()~·~ 
that a terrestrial scan line either forms a closed loop· or -~nds at ~e apparent horlze>.n 
resulting in a horse-shoe like curve. The scanning_ modes corresponding to thes~ .S:can 
lines are te rmed the clo.sed mode and the open mode, respective!Y, py ~ndeen. (1962)'. 
who investigated the scan geometry of TIR.OS II infrared radiometers. , The doseq riiode 
is loosely called the downward _mode , but the fact that a· scan axis points downward -~ · 
does not always result in a closed-mode scanning . No scan wili take plac.e in a 'down -
ward mode if the satellite altitude is too high for a given {3. ·· · . ' 

The .·scanning ·mode ·nomogram of TIROS from the 700~km altitUde ·shown in figure -
86 reveals that the terrestrial ·scan lines end at the apparent horizon when the· scan-: ·. 
axis nadir angle (77~)'lies . between points E and~~ thus._f9rirling an 9pen. mode. _At.the 
point Ethe range of s_can qadir angles does not extend· beyo.nd ·the._apparent hprizon, but 
fluctuates between E. and G. For the sc·an.-axis nadir angle .. sm.all~l'.: Jhan· that. of EG,; the 
entire range of nadir angles between the aponadir ahd pertnadir stays below the appar
ent horizon, and t~rrestrial scan lines form loops. 

For further gener alization of scanning mode problems, the TIROS altitude at 
700 km is g r adually incr eased so that the appar ent horizon lower s to that of B. By 
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doing this the region of the closed mode diminishes to zero at the 2600-km altitude and 
770 = 0, (B) at which the scan cone makes tangential contact with the earth at the appar
ent horizon as viewed from the · satellite. If the height of the satellite is further increased, 
the apparent horizon becomes lower than that of B, thus the earth's surface cannot be 
scanned until the apparent horizon meets the inside perinadir line at H . From H to I 
the scanning mode is undoubtedly an open mode since all scan lines end at the apparent 
horizon. 

In addition to the closed and open mode scannings, a third mode called the null 
mode should be considered; here the axis of a radiometer does not intersect the earth . 
during the scan period. A sensor in its null mode simply means that it does not scan 
the earth's surface. There is the possibility that the sun, the moon, and other heavenly 
bodies are scanned and detected. The null-mode scanning takes place when the appar
ent horizon lies to the left of the inside perinadir line (BC) or to the right of the outside 
perinadir line (CD). In the former case the center of the earth is found inside the scan 
cone, and in the latter outside. The null mode corresponding to these cases may be 
subdivided into the inside null mode and the outside null mode, according to the position 
of the center of the earth which will be found either inside or outside the scan cone. 

The scanning modes of a specific sensor are thus summarized as: 

1 . Closed Mode - A scanning mode in which a terrestrial scan line 
forms a closed loop; 

2 . Open Mode - A scanning mode in which terrestrial scan line ends 
at the apparent horizon; 

3. Null Mode - A scanning mode in which no terrestrial scan line 
exists when the center of the earth is located inside (Inside Null 
Mode) or outside (Outside Null Mode ) the scan cone . 
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Figure 79. Use f>f the radiometer over lay method to determine the scan, nadir and horizontal angles. 

'Fhe is.;~i11~s of and are on the tilt grid and the image scan points on the radiometer over
lay~ .,A,~eviations: PM (primary point), PP (principal point), PN (perinadir}, AN (aponadir), 
,• <f$u1>p0j;at), (scan nadir angle), (scan horiz$lltal angle), (scan angle). 

· F~¢;·fQ. Computation of the scan horizontal and nadir angles using a TEC chart and its overlayr 

,. ' 

J 

The lines on the TEC overlay are indicated by the dashed lines. Shown above the projectioneq
:uator are the loci of the scan points for 30, 60 and 90 deg of the inclination of radiometer axis 

, .·. and the isolines of scan angles at 30 deg intervals. Abbreviations: SP (subpoint), PMa (scan. 
prim8.Jiy point), AN (aponadir), PN (perinadir), SC (scan poiilt), (inclination of radiome-
ter axi~), (scan nadir angle), (scan horizontal angle), 

Figure Sl. A 1000-km height grid in zenithal equidistant projection including the isolines of the scan 
. horizontal and nadb: angles. They are the radials and the circles centered at the subpoint. Ab-
breviations: ZE (ze~ithal equidistant), (scan nadir angle), (sc~ tmglz~tal angle). 

Figure 82. The scan line~ (heavy) and 'the isolines of scan angles at 10-deg inteI"Mals drawn on a ZE 
height grid. The inclination of the radiometer axis i s taken as 90 deg, which is the nominal in-
clination for NIMBUS Satellites. Abbreviations: (scan-axis nadir angle), (scan nadir 
angle), (sc~ horizontal angle), (inclination ~ radiometer axis), (scan angle). 

Figure 83. Scan lines and iso-spin-angle lines for scanning with 70 deg of the inclination of radio
meter axis. The isolines are drawn on a ZE height grid. This inclination is used for the 
TIR 0$ hori.Zon sensor in order to obtain space viewed position of the sensor during each scan. 
Abbreviations: (scan-axis nadir angle), (scan'nadir angle), (scan horiznntal &ll(je.). 

(scan angle). 

Figure 84. Scan lines and iso-scan-angle lines for scanning with 45 deg of the inclination of radio
meter axis. The isolines are drawn on a ZE height grid. TIROS medium resohltion radiome
ters have this inclination. Note that the scan lines form loops on the earth when the nadir 
angle is lower than 15 deg. Abbreviations: (scan-axis nadir angle), (scan nadir angle), 

(scan horizontal angle), (scan angle). 



Figure 85. Scanning mode nomogram for a single sensor. The lines with 45-deg tilt represent the aponadir, the inside 
perinadir, and the outside perinadir for different inclinations of the radiometer axis. Horizontal lines labeled by 
the height of the satellite indicate the scan nadir angles of the apparent horizons viewed from these heights. 
Abbreviations: (inclination of radiometer axis), (scan nadir angle), (dip angle), (scan-axis nadir 
angle). 

Figure 86. An example of determining the range of the scan angles by using the scanning mode nomogram. The regions 
of four basic scallJling modes of a single sensor are designated as the open mode, the closed mode, the inside null \l 

'J mode, and the outside null mode. Abbreviations: (inclination of radiometer axis), (scan nadir angle), 
(scan-axis nadir angle). 
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